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The electrification of a gem – the 1933 Austin 7 RP  by  member Mike Kelly 

2 years ago (after a heart wrenching experience with Guy Salmon in Stockport), I 
made a decision to abandon all 'Modern' cars and in particular the ICE and set about 
researching not only a donor car but also a supplier of electrification hardware & soft 
ware to make a car I actually liked the look of and make it run 100% on electric.

The way this world is being wrecked by ICE pollution and the raping of a finite fuel, 
coupled with the potential growth of the 3rd world requiring 'motorbility' – renewable 
energy has become a 'buzzword'.....but what to do about it????  

I've had 14 Austin Sevens now, starting from when I was 15 [in 1962] when I found 
an abandoned Ruby by the Mauldeth Road, Fallowfield infants school railings. It 
sounds ridiculous that people actually abandoned old cars like the A7 even though it 
was fully complete and by todays standards of vandal – totally untouched!!!

Knocking on all the doors nearby, I eventually found the owner. After a plea, he 
agreed to sell it to me for “Twelve and Six” (12 Shillings and Sixpence) – a fortune 
considering my 'spends' was made up from a horrible paper-round and Dad's miserly 
non-generous 'Two Bob'.............

Over the years I acquired all kinds of A7's, I even 'Found' a 1930's Van behind 
'Hollands Pies' in Baxenden - again - bought for a song, and I adored the vertical 
windscreen and the simplicity of the early 30's Sevens - but seemingly always ended 
up with Ruby's.

Deciding on electrification, started with a search for a Van, seemingly as rare as 'hens
teeth', but I did come across an RP which truly looked like a genuine 'Barn Find' 
(being sold “for a friend” by a well known A7 'tinkerer' - and that's another story.....)

Knowing the Austin Seven from the chassis upwards and (sorry to say) the horrible 
idiosyncratic 2 bearing engine - with its 'spit & hope' lubrication, the crude 'crash-
gate' gearbox and the bizarre brakes, the RP size and the layout seemed perfect. 

Being honest, I paid far too much for the RP and bought it basically 'sight unseen' but
at just £6000 “what could possibly be wrong with it”?......after all - the description 
was very encouraging, it was “running” and had a lovely “patinated finish” [sic] but 
getting it back to Manchester took some Winter months .....ho hum.......  

Being delivered INSIDE a Ford Transit was a real shock and that's when my guilt of 
transforming it into an all-electric Frankenstein left the building. It was a wreck!!!!
I've had a LOT of stick from traditionalists, but I have a cunning and secret plan....... 



The search for batteries, motors and charging gear.

Truly the 'IntraNet' is a most wonderful place. Many converts started in America and 
two teams had offered full support and all the full shebang based on Tesla gear.......

Looking at the spec' of the 1933 RP, a 750cc engine can push out basically 10 bhp at 
around 2800 rpm. A top speed of around 50 mph (whilst praying) and being capable 
of moving 2 adults and 2 rear seat 'pixies' gave an indication of the electric power 
required.  My initial thoughts were of using “Lead Acid' deep cycle batteries, but the 
weight distribution on the weak cart springs was proving a problem [also like not 
having the braking power to stop an over-weight 'Frankie' – as in Frankenstein]

A lot of extra details, photo's etc; is shown on my blog “immortal-gems.co.uk” - but 
before I chose all the components, I decided to STRIP the RP right down to the basic 
shell....... so I removed everything that I would not require which weighed in at 
240kilo's.  I also decided that I should NOT have rear seat passengers until the whole 
conversion was proven and tested. 

In the end, I went out to tender..... The motor would have to be around 10-15 hp, I 
would not be using any gearbox – just driving the back axle using the original prop'-
shaft. The range should be around 150 miles on a full charge and the power required 
should not rip out the spoked wheels (I'm not looking for a dragster) and besides – the
DVLA have stated that “as long as the exchange is no too radical” it would be a 
simple change of propulsion – almost 10hp ICE for 10 hp electric....we hope???

Whilst the body shell was being renovated and resprayed in 1933 colours, various 
'Offers' and quotes came in over the months, ranging from “£12,000” (from the 
London Electric Car Company).... $20,000 from the 'States  and €6500 from a new 
EV Company based Belgium.

Instead of using the planned 'Tesla' battery packs, I chose to go with modular Yuassa 
Batteries taken out of a crashed Mitsubishi Outlander and with a limited budget I 
stumped up for an extra 50 miles of batteries to be mounted in the fake petrol tank.

The EV company were now fully assembling the whole 'drive train'. I had given them
places and sizes of space spread out over the body and chassis and the package would
be delivered “as soon as the software was developed” 

Eeeeeeeek “you mean you haven't designed the Battery Management System yet'? I 
say........ But eventually it all arrived and was off-loaded onto my drive with a weigh-
bill and import doc's stating “600 kilos'”!!!!!!  600 kilo's!!!!!! That's a joke to save 
shipping costs and other savings......... I open the wooden crates to discover the 3 
phase 50volt HUGE motor weighs-in at 46 kilos itself!!!!!! Translation is a fabulous 
thing if both parties can speak the languages..... I laugh now and I know for sure “it 
will be alright in the end...for if it's not all right, it's not the end”


